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We introduce a cutting-plane, analytic-center algorithm for strongly monotone variational inequalities (VIs).
The approach extends that of Goffin et al. (1997) and Denault and Goffin (1999). The VI is still treated as

a convex feasibility problem, with linear cuts progressively shrinking a localization set that contains the solution
of the VI. However, a quadratic cut is used to improve the positioning of the point at which the next cut will
be generated. Our approach uses quadratic, ellipsoidal cuts, based on the symmetrized Jacobian of the VI. Since
it cannot be guaranteed that such quadratic cuts do not cut off the solution of the VI, they are used only for
direction, and are not integrated as such in the localization set; only the linear part of the quadratic cuts can
safely be added to the localization set. The introduction of the quadratic cut together with the drop of the
quadratic part of the previous cut is studied carefully. Numerical results are given that illustrate the substantial
improvement that quadratic cuts can yield over linear cuts.
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1. Introduction
Variational inequalities (VIs) in finite-dimensional
spaces have been studied more intensively in recent
years. This very general class of problems has a wide
domain of applications, ranging from traditional equi-
librium models for road traffic and economic markets,
to game theory, to environmental models, stochastic
models, and to the solution of differential equations
with applications in finance and optimal control. Gen-
eral references on VIs are Harker (1993), Ferris and
Pang (1997), Marcotte (1997), and Nagurney (1993).
VI algorithms that use cutting planes have been

devised by Zukhovitskii et al. (1969), Auslender
(1976), and more recently by Lüthi (1985), Lemaréchal
et al. (1995), and Magnanti and Perakis (1995). The use
of both cutting planes and analytic centers or prox-
imal analytic centers has been considered in Goffin
et al. (1997), Denault and Goffin (1999), Nesterov and
Vial (1999), and Nesterov et al. (1999); the methods
they study are broadly referred to by the acronym
ACCPM, for analytic center cutting plane method.
Algorithms using analytic centers and quadratic cuts
have been studied by Lüthi and Büeler (2000, 2001)
and Denault and Goffin (2004).
Another classical approach is to use information

about the Jacobian, approximating the original VI by a

linear VI, and using as the next iterate the solution to
the linearized VI. This is known as Newton’s method
for VIs, and it possesses the traditional property of
local quadratic convergence. One difficulty with this
is that it is not clear, in the case where the Jacobian is
not symmetric, how to solve the linearized VI in gen-
eral. It has thus been suggested to use a symmetric
approximation of the Jacobian, so that the linearized
VI can be solved as a quadratic optimization prob-
lem, using standard methodologies. This symmetric
approximation of the Jacobian could be the diagonal
of the Jacobian or the symmetrized Jacobian.
We introduce here an algorithm for VIs that mixes

the cutting-plane approach with the idea of using
Jacobian information. In this, the ability of interior-
point methods to deal as easily with quadratic as with
linear functions, turns out to be critical. The solution
set is approximated by a polyhedral outer approxi-
mation (called a set of localization), that consists of the
intersection of all the cutting planes that have been
previously generated as in Goffin et al. (1997) and
Denault and Goffin (1999). At an interior point of this
current set of localization, a quadratic cut, based on
the symmetrized Jacobian, is introduced, and a new
analytic center is computed. As the quadratic part of
this cut may exclude the optimal point, the quadratic
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part of this cut is dropped, while the linear part
is kept. This approach, called ACCPM-VI (quadratic
cuts), is a natural extension of the approach ACCPM-
VI (linear cuts) by Denault and Goffin (1999).
A complexity analysis of shallow quadratic and

self-concordant cuts was done by Luo and Sun (1998,
2000), while an extension to the case of central
quadratic cuts can be found in Sharifi-Mokhtarian and
Goffin (2002); the latter paper provides a strong theo-
retical justification for this paper’s approach.
The algorithm presented by Lüthi and Büeler (2000,

2001) is similar to the one introduced here. The main
difference between them hinges on monotonicity. If
the VI is �-strongly monotone, with known param-
eter �, quadratic cuts can be computed that never
leave a solution out; they are safe cuts. The achieve-
ment of Lüthi and Büeler was to prove the conver-
gence of a quadratic-cut, analytic-center algorithm
that keeps all its cuts. If the VI is pseudo-monotone,
but not �-strongly monotone (or if its � is unknown),
quadratic cuts can still be computed, but they are
unsafe cuts. There is no guarantee that they do not
cut a solution off. Our contribution is a practical algo-
rithm that uses the power of quadratic cuts with-
out requiring knowledge of the strong monotonicity
parameter, as is most often the case in applications.
The downside is that dropping cuts makes the con-
vergence analysis of the algorithm arduous; in fact,
there exists to date only one convergence proof for a
cutting-plane approach that drops cuts, in Atkinson
and Vaidya (1995), and the cuts involved are shallow
ones (Goffin and Vial 2002). As a result, we do not
know if strong monotonicity is a necessary condition
for the convergence of our algorithm. However, the
fact that the quadratic cuts are used only temporarily,
i.e., they are not part of the localization set, seems to
confer a particular robustness to the algorithm.
Another difference between Lüthi and Büeler (2000,

2001) and this work is that we use information from
the Jacobian in the cuts. On the other hand, when the
Jacobian is impossible or costly to evaluate, one can
also use Jacobian approximations; we report on this
technique in Denault and Goffin (2004).
The article is divided as follows. In §2 we introduce

some basic concepts of VIs, the quadratic cuts, and
the generic quadratic-cut algorithm. Section 3 intro-
duces analytic centers, and a dual-centering approach
used to find an analytic center from an interior feasi-
ble point. The following two sections tackle the crux
of the algorithm, namely taking a first step away from
an analytic center en route to the next (we refer to
this as the updating step). Section 4 presents a dual
curve-searching approach. Section 5 gives an alterna-
tive approach that is less computationally demanding.
Sections 6 and 7 respectively cover our Matlab

implementation of the algorithm and the numerical
results we obtained on a set of various VIs.

We use the notational convention, common in
interior-point methods, that for a variable x, the cap-
italized X is a matrix with the values of x on its
diagonal and zeros elsewhere. Also, e is the vector
�1�1� � � � �1�t of appropriate dimension, so that for
example Xe = x. We use �m

+ to denote the positive
orthant in �m. The Loewner ordering of matricesA� B
means that A−B is a positive semidefinite matrix.

2. A Quadratic-Cut Algorithm for
Variational Inequalities

In this section we introduce the required definitions
as well as the outline of a quadratic cut algorithm.

2.1. Variational Inequalities
Let us first define the VI problem.

Definition 1. Let F be a continuous mapping from
�m into �m and let Y be a nonempty subset of �m.
Then the VI problem, denoted VI�F �Y �, is to find a
point y∗ ∈ Y such that

F �y∗�t�y− y∗�≥ 0 ∀y ∈ Y � (1)

Also, the following properties of mappings will be
used.

Definition 2. Over a convex set Y , a mapping
F � �m →�m is
• monotone if �F �y1� − F �y2��

t�y1 − y2� ≥ 0 ∀y1�
y2 ∈ Y ,
• strongly monotone with modulus �̄ (or �̄-

strongly monotone) if �F �y1�−F �y2��
t�y1−y2�≥ �̄�y1−

y2�2 ∀y1� y2 ∈ Y ,
• pseudo-monotone if F �y2�

t�y1 − y2� ≥ 0 ⇒
F �y1�

t�y1− y2�≥ 0 ∀y1�y2 ∈ Y .
Clearly, of the monotonicity properties, pseudo-

monotonicity is the weakest and strong monotonicity
the strongest.
Finally, let us define the primal gap function.
Definition 3. The primal gap function g associ-

ated with VI(F,Y) and y ∈ Y is defined as

g�y�= inf
z∈Y

F �y�t�z− y��

The primal gap g�y� is always nonpositive (simply
take z= y); in fact, it is 0 if and only if y is a solution
of VI�F �Y �. Also, provided Y is compact, the “inf”
can be replaced by a “min,” and for Y polyhedral,
g�y� can be evaluated by solving a linear optimization
problem, and thus can be used as stopping criterion
for iterative algorithms. Throughout the article, we
shall make the following assumption.

Assumption 1. The feasible set Y is compact, convex,
and has an interior. We shall further assume that it is a
polyhedron defined by a finite set of inequalities.

This last assumption can be removed by using feasi-
bility cuts to define an outer approximation of Y .
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2.2. Cuts for Variational Inequalities
The following theorem justifies the use of linear cuts
for any VI that is pseudo-monotone.

Theorem 1. Let Y be a nonempty, closed, convex sub-
set of �m and let F be a continuous, pseudomonotone map-
ping from Y into �m. Then y∗ solves the VI�F �Y � if and
only if y∗ ∈ Y and

F �y�t�y− y∗�≥ 0 ∀y ∈ Y � (2)

Therefore, at any point yk∈Y , the cut F �yk�
t�yk − y�

≥ 0 defines a half-space
�y ∈ Y � F �yk�

t�y− yk�≤ 0��
which contains the solution set of VI�F �Y � and on
whose border yk lies.
Let us now explain our use of quadratic cuts. When

F is differentiable with Jacobian �F �y�, the first-order
approximation of F �y� at yk ∈ Y is

F �y�� F �yk�+�F �yk��y− yk�� (3)

The Newton method for variational inequalities uses
the solution to the linearized variational inequality
VI�F �yk�+ �F �yk��y − yk��Y � as the next iterate. The
solution y∗

k ∈ Y to this linearized VI is given by

�F �yk�+�F �yk��y
∗
k − yk��

t�y− y∗
k �≥ 0 ∀y ∈ Y � (4)

As this linearized VI may not be, in general, much
easier to solve than the original VI, a symmetric,
positive semidefinite approximation H�yk� of �F �yk�
is often used. The next iterate would then be the
solution to the linearized and symmetric variational
inequality VI�F �yk� + H�yk��y − yk��Y �. The solution
y∗
k ∈ Y to this linearized VI is given by

�F �yk�+H�yk��y
∗
k − yk��

t�y− y∗
k �≥ 0 ∀y ∈ Y � (5)

y∗
k is also the solution of the quadratic optimization
problem,

min
y∈Y

{
1
2 �y− yk�

tH�yk��y− yk�+ F �yk�
t�y− yk�

}
� (6)

which can be solved by standard optimization
algorithms.
Let us now define the ellipsoid{
y
∣∣ 1
2 �y− yk�

tH�yk��y− yk�+ F �yk�
t�y− yk�≤ 0

}
(7)

that contains the solution points of (5) and (6). Clearly
yk belongs to the boundary of (7). Furthermore, the
center of the ellipsoid is given by yk −H�yk�

−1F �yk�,
which also represents the Newton step for the uncon-
strained version of (6).

A traditional choice for the p.s.d. approximation
H�yk� of �F �yk� is the symmetrized Jacobian

�k �=
��F �yk�+�F �yk�

t�

2
�

If the Jacobian is skew-symmetric, then �k = 0, and (7)
reduces to the linear cut �y � F �yk�

t�y− yk�≤ 0�. From
now on, what we refer to as the quadratic cut is the
ellipsoid

Q�yk� �=
{
y
∣∣ 1
2 �y− yk�

t�k�y− yk�+ F �yk�
t�y− yk�≤ 0

}
�

(8)

It is important to notice that (5) is only an approxi-
mation of (1); in fact, (8) may exclude the solution(s)
of (1). Cuts of the form Q�yk� will then require a spe-
cial treatment, detailed in §2.3.
The following lemma shows, though, that when the

Jacobian �F �yk� is positive semidefinite, the solution
to the linearized VI (4) belongs to the ellipsoid Q�yk�.

Lemma 1. Let �F �yk�= �k +K, where �k = ��F �yk�+
�F �yk�

t�/2 is the symmetrized Jacobian and K =
��F �yk�−�F �yk�

t�/2 is the skew-symmetric part of the
Jacobian. Then if y∗

k solves the linearized VI (4), y∗
k ∈Q�yk�.

Proof. By the definition of y∗
k (see (4)), �F �yk� +

�F �yk��y
∗
k − yk��

t�y− y∗
k �≥ 0 ∀y ∈ Y , and thus �F �yk�+

��k +K��y∗
k − yk��

t�y− y∗
k �≥ 0 ∀y ∈ Y . Selecting yk for

y in the above, one gets �F �yk� + ��k + K��y∗
k − yk��

t

�yk − y∗
k � ≥ 0. As K is skew-symmetric, �K�y∗

k − yk��
t

�yk − y∗
k � = 0, and thus �F �yk�+ �k�y

∗
k − yk��

t�yk − y∗
k �≥ 0.

For any �, �F �yk� + ��k�y
∗
k − yk��

t�yk − y∗
k � ≥

−�1 − ����k�y
∗
k − yk��

t�yk − y∗
k �, so that for any � ∈

�0�1�, and given the positive semidefiniteness of �k,
�F �yk�+��k�y

∗
k −yk��

t�y∗
k −yk�≤ 0. The lemma follows

if we set �= 1/2. �

Remarks. This result also holds for any positive
semidefinite symmetric matrix H with 0 � H � ��k,
with � ∈ �0�1�. If �k is positive definite then y∗

k ∈
int�Q�yk�� for � ∈ �0�1�.
For a general monotone mapping F , there is no

guarantee that a solution point y∗ of VI�F �Y � will not
be left out by the quadratic cut; we call such cuts
unsafe. However, under the assumption of �-strong
monotonicity, one can build quadratic cuts that are
independent of �k and that never leave the solution
out (safe cuts), as explained in the following lemma,
due to Lüthi and Büeler (2000).

Lemma 2. The point y∗ is a solution of the problem
VI�F �Y � with F �-strongly monotone if and only if y∗ ∈ Y
and ��y∗ − y�t�y∗ − y�+ F �y�t�y∗ − y�≤ 0 ∀y ∈ Y .

Despite the theoretical availability of safe cuts, our
suggestion, described in detail in the following sec-
tions, is to use unsafe cuts on a temporary basis,
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rather than using safe ones, which could be kept
permanently.
The motivation for this is simple. It is usually dif-

ficult to assess whether a mapping is strongly mono-
tone, even more so to find its modulus �. If a rough
lower bound of � must be used in the quadratic cuts
of Lemma 2 to preserve their “safeness,” then these
cuts may be almost linear, and bring little more to the
model than do the corresponding linear cuts.

2.3. A Quadratic-Cut Algorithm for
Variational Inequalities

A VI algorithm using linear cutting planes and ana-
lytic centers, ACCPM-VI (linear cuts), was introduced
in Goffin et al. (1997); in Denault and Goffin (1999) the
method was extended to VI�F �Y � with a point-to-set
mapping F and linear equality contraints in Y . Fun-
damentally, a cut is introduced at the center of a set
known to contain the solution(s), which we call set of
localization. This cut defines an updated, and smaller,
set of localization that still contains the solution if F is
pseudomonotone. The analytic center of the reduced
set is found, and the process repeated.
We introduce in this section a method that shares

the same cutting-planes and analytic-center founda-
tion, but that uses unsafe, temporary quadratic cuts to
improve the speed of convergence. It is crucial to real-
ize that each quadratic cut is used only temporarily,
as described below.
As explained earlier, the quadratic cut based upon

the symmetrized Jacobian

Q�yk� �=
{
y ∈ Y � 12 �y− yk�

t�k�y− yk�

+ F �yk�
t�y− yk�≤ 0

}
(9)

can cut off solution points. Thus, a quadratic cut is
introduced only on a temporary basis: a cut Q�yk�
is kept only until the next analytic center is found.
At that point, the quadratic cut is abandoned and
replaced by its corresponding linear cut. In other
words, the quadratic cut is used to decide where the
next cut will be generated, but it is not used to update
the localization set. A basic description of the algo-
rithm is as follows.

Algorithm ACCPM-VI (Quadratic cuts)

Step 0. Initialization
Set k= 0, Y0 = Y , y0 analytic center of Y0

Step 1. Termination Criterion
If the primal gap g�yk� ≥ − then stop with
approximate solution yk.

Step 2. New Cut
Compute cut Q�yk�

Step 3. Analytic Center
Find an approximate analytic center yk+1 of
the polyhedral-quadratic set Yk ∩Q�yk�

Step 4. Localization Set Update
Set Yk+1 �= Yk ∩ �y� F �yk�

t�y−yk�≤ 0� k �= k+ 1
Return to Step 1

Step 1 consists of evaluating the primal gap defined
earlier. Step 2 introduces the quadratic cut, which
basically corresponds to a function evaluation and a
Jacobian evaluation. Step 3 will be discussed in the
next sections; it is necessary both to define the analytic
center and to give a method to find it. It is important
to realize that in Step 4, the cut used in the update
is not the quadratic cut but its corresponding linear
cut. In other words, the quadratic cut is abandoned
and the corresponding linear cut is simultaneously
introduced.
The ACCPM-VI (linear cuts) described in Denault

and Goffin (1999) is fundamentally the same as the
above, with the important exception that in the for-
mer, the linear cut �y� F �yk�

t�y − yk� ≤ 0� is used in
Step 3, in lieu of the quadratic cut.

3. Analytic Center: Definition
and Computation

The analytic center was introduced by Sonnevend
(1988) for a bounded polyhedron defined by a set
of linear inequalities and with a nonempty interior,
which he later extended to convex quadratic or gen-
eral convex constraints. Here we add one convex
quadratic cut to a polyhedron.

3.1. Analytic Center of a Polyhedral-Quadratic Set
Consider a polyhedron Yk = �y �Aty ≤ c� and a feasi-
ble set

Yk ∩Q�yk� =
{
y ∈�m �Aty ≤ c�

∩ �y ∈�m � 12 �y− yk�
t�k�y− yk�

+ F �yk�
t�y− yk�≤ 0

}
�

we define corresponding slack variables

s�y� �= c−Aty�

sq�y� �= − 1
2 �y− yk�

t�k�y− yk�− F �yk�
t�y− yk��

We will make clear in later sections that the data
A and c do depend on the index k, although they
are not indexed as such for the sake of brevity. The
analytic center of this feasible set is defined through
the strictly convex, dual potential function $k�y� for
the polyhedral-quadratic set Yk ∩Q�yk�,

$k�y� �=−∑
i

log�ci − at
iy�− log sq (10)

where the subscript k in $k is used to recall the
dependence on k of Yk and Q�yk�, and the index i is
used to denote the components of c and the rows at

i
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of At ; sq is a function of y through its definition
above. The analytic center is the unique point min-
imizing $k�y� over the interior of Yk ∩ Q�yk�� yc �=
argminy∈ int�Yk∩Q�yk��

$k�y�.
The Lagrange optimality conditions for this mini-

mization problem are:

Ax+ xq��k�y− yk�+ F �yk��= 0
Aty+ s = c

1
2 �y− yk�

t�k�y− yk�+ F �yk�
t�y− yk�+ sq = 0

Xs = e

xqsq = 1
x� s�xq� sq > 0�

(11)

The variables x ∈�n
+ and xq ∈�+ are respectively asso-

ciated with the linear cuts and the quadratic cut. It is
usual to refer to the first equation as the primal feasi-
bility constraint, to the second and third equations as
the dual feasibility constraints, to the fourth and fifth
equations as the centrality conditions.
It is worthwhile mentioning that, because the first

and third equations are nonlinear and thus cannot
be satisfied exactly, satisfying the centrality condi-
tions does not imply that y is an analytic center.
There is no guarantee that a primal-dual infeasible
Newton method will converge to an analytic center
(see Anstreicher and Vial 1994), and even though it
seems to work reasonably well in practice, it is very
difficult to control violation of the first and third
constraints-primal and dual feasibility.
To close this section, let us recall an important con-

cept pertaining to analytic centers, that of Dikin ellip-
soid. A Dikin ellipsoid is associated to every interior
point ŷ of a feasible set, by way of the feasible set’s
corresponding dual potential function:{

y � �y− yc�t$′′
k �y

c��y− yc�≤ 1}�
See Figure 1 for an illustration.
The Dikin ellipsoid has the property that it is con-

tained in the feasible set for which it is defined. The
relation of such ellipsoids with analytic centers is that
if yc is an approximate center, then an appropriate
multiple of Dikin’s ellipsoid contains the feasible set.
We will make use of Dikin ellipsoids of polyhedral
sets such as Yk; in this case, the potential’s second
derivative is such that

D�yc� �= {
y � �y− yc�t*̂�y− yc�≤ 1}�

where *̂ �=AŜ−2At and ŝ �= c−Atyc.
Finally, let us define the Dikin direction. For the

ellipsoid D�yc� of Yk and a linear cut L�yc� = �y �
F �yc�ty = F �yc�tyc� through yc, the Dikin direction

D(yc)

L(yc)

yc

Figure 1 Dikin’s Ellipse and Dikin Direction of a Polyhedral Set

shows the point in D�yc� that is the farthest from the
linear cut, that is,

yc − 1√
F �yc�t*̂−1F �yc�

*̂−1F �yc��

3.2. Computing the Analytic Center by
a Dual Algorithm

An approximate minimization of the dual potential
by a damped or pure Newton method will achieve
an acceptable approximate centering, provided it is
started at a point in the interior of the polyhedral-
quadratic set.
The first derivative of the dual potential is

$′
k�y�= �1/sq�y����k�y−yk�+F �yk��+AS�y�−1e� (12)

where, recall,

s�y� �= c−Aty�

sq�y� �= − 1
2 �y− yk�

t�k�y− yk�− F �yk�
t�y− yk��

and S�y� is the (diagonal) matrix with s�y� on its diag-
onal. The second derivative is

$′′
k �y�= �1/sq�y���k +AS�y�−2At + �1/sq�y��

2vvt

with
v �= �k�y− yk�+ F �yk��

Clearly, $′′
k �y� is a positive definite symmetric matrix.

Applying Newton’s method from a feasible, i.e.,
interior, point y, gives the Newton step dy as the solu-
tion to

$′′
k �y� dy =−$′

k�y�� (13)
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The convergence of the algorithm is based on
the proximity measure, introduced in Nesterov and
Nemirovskii (1994) and studied there and also in
Nesterov (1996):

/�y�=
√
�$′

k�y��
t�$′′

k �y��
−1$′

k�y� (14)

or equivalently, for dy given by (13),

/�y�=
√
dyt$′′

k �y� dy� (15)

This is the elliptic norm of Newton’s direction dy in
the metric given by the Hessian of the potential func-
tion; it is also the norm of the gradient of the potential
function in the metric given by the inverse Hessian of
the potential function.
A 0-approximate analytic center is defined with this

proximity measure by the condition

/�y�≤ 0 (16)

where 0< 0 < �3−√
5�/2 (see below).

The potential function $k is self-concordant (in fact
it is a self-concordant barrier) and thus the following
convergence theorem applies (Nesterov 1996).

Theorem 2. Let 0 < 2 < �3−√
5�/2 � 0�38, and

3�t�= t− ln�1+ t�. Then
1. Global linear convergence: if /�y� ≥ 2, the damped

Newton iterate

y+ = y− 1
1+ /�y�

dy

based on (13) satisfies

$k�y
+�≤ $k�y�−3�/�y��≤ $k�y�−3�2��

2. Quadratic convergence: if /�y�≤ 2, the full Newton
step y+ = y− dy satisfies

/�y+�≤
(

/�y�

1− /�y�

)2
</�y��

The theorem implies that if the dual Newton
method is started at a strictly feasible point y it
will find a 0-approximate center in O�$k�y�−$k�y

c��,
where 0 is assumed to be an absolute constant. In
practice, there is no need to make 0 too close to
zero; also, a line search from y along the direction
−dy using the dual potential is performed which, a
fortiori, ensures convergence to an approximate ana-
lytic center (see Nesterov and Nemirovskii 1994).
We note that in contrast with a primal-dual infea-

sible Newton method, dual feasibility is always
preserved; and that primal feasibility, if one sets the
primal variables to the inverse of the dual slacks
(which implies exact centering), is achieved in the

limit, as $′
k = 0 represents primal feasibility, i.e., the

condition of Lagrange.
The crucial difficulty of the algorithm described in

§2.3 is to find, from a current approximate analytic
center, a good starting point for the dual Newton cen-
tering method above. In the next sections, we discuss
two so-called updating approaches to tackle this prob-
lem: in §4, a dual approach involving a curvilinear
search and an eigenvalue-eigenvector factorization
and, in §5, a dual approach that avoids this factoriza-
tion by using a modified dog-leg approach as used in
trust region methods, cf. Nocedal and Wright (1999).

4. Updating the Approximate
Analytic Center: A Dual
Curve-Searching Approach

We describe here a method for updating the current
approximate analytic center yk of Yk−1∩Q�yk−1� into a
point yk+dy that is as close as possible to the analytic
center of Yk ∩Q�yk�. Dual centering steps, described
in §3.2, can then be applied to the updated point if
needed, to get even closer to the (true) analytic center
of Yk ∩Q�yk�.
We consider the matrix A and vector c to be that

of the set Yk = �y �Aty ≤ c�; thus they contain all the
cuts of the feasible set of the variational inequality
VI�F �Y �, as well as all the linear, earlier cuts gener-
ated by the algorithm. The matrix At does not include
the “current cut” row F �yk�

t . We will use Fk �= F �yk�
for brevity.

4.1. Definition of a One-Parameter Curve
Recall from §3.1 that the analytic center can be defined
by

min
y�5

$k�y�5�=−∑
i

log�ci − at
iy�− log5 (17)

subject to

1
2 �y− yk�

t�k�y− yk�+ F �yk�
t�y− yk�+5 = 0�

here, 5 is explicitly a variable, whereas sq was a func-
tion of y. The centering step of §3.2 cannot be applied
from the current point yk, as it is at a singularity of
the objective function $k since 5 = 0.
We suggest using a Newton method, modified in

that it uses a Taylor series expansion of −∑
log�ci −

at
iy� up to the second order and keeps the singularity
− log5 as is. Using this approximation of the objec-
tive function, the minimization problem is

min
dy�ds�5

−S−1
k ds+ 1

2�S−1
k ds�2− log5

subject to At dy+ ds = 0 (18)
1
2 �dy�

t�k dy+ F �yk�
t dy+5 = 0�
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where Sk is the matrix derived from sk �= s�yk� =
c−Atyk.
Note that we keep the quadratic term in dy in the

equation corresponding to the quadratic cut, i.e., we
do not linearize the new quadratic, as if we applied
a straightforward Newton’s method. If we did we
would get a direction that ignores �k, and would be
Dikin’s direction.
We denote the Lagrange multipliers corresponding

to the linear constraints as dx and the Lagrange mul-
tiplier corresponding to the quadratic constraint as �.
The Lagrange optimality conditions corresponding to
(18) are

5−1 = �

−s−1k + S−2
k ds+ dx = 0

Adx+ �F �yk�+�k dy�� = 0�
Solving this gives

dy =−�*+��k�
−1��Fk +As−1k �

where * �= AS−2
k At , or equivalently, if we replace �

by 5−1,

dy =−�5*+�k�
−1�Fk +5As−1k �� (19)

(Note again that, although it is not indexed as such,
A depends on k, so that * depends on k through both
Sk and A.) The direction dy is thus fully defined by
the value of the variable 5 .
The direction (19) is trying to compensate for two

things. First, a new cut Q�yk� has been added since yk

was chosen as approximate center of Yk−1 ∩Q�yk−1�.
Second, the quadratic cut Q�yk−1� has been linearized
(step 4 of the algorithm of §2.3), and this has not been
accounted for.
With the direction (19), the update point lies on the

one-parameter curve

y�5�= yk − �5*+�k�
−1�Fk +5As−1k �� (20)

our approach to find a initial value of 5 , from which
to start searching the curve, is given next.

4.2. Determination of an Initial Point
on the Curve

To find a value of the parameter 5 from which to start
our curve search, we first choose to assume that the
term 5As−1k = 0; this corresponds to an assumption
that the point yk is (perfectly) centered with respect
to Yk. We get the direction in y-space to be

dy =−�5*+�k�
−1Fk� (21)

Let us now replace dy by its expression in (21), in
the equation

1
2 �dy�

t�k dy+ F t
k dy+5 = 0�

If we further choose to ignore the quadratic term
in dy, we obtain the following equation in 5 :

5 = F t
k �5*+�k�

−1Fk�

Defining r�5� �= F t
k �5*+�k�

−1Fk, the equation for our
approximation of the optimal 5 is

r�5�= 5� (22)

The following theorem, proved in Sharifi-
Mokhtarian and Goffin (2002), under the assumption
that the quadratic cuts generated are kept, provides
some justification for the approach taken here.

Theorem 3. If 5 is an approximate solution of r�5�=
5 , then at the updated point y+ = y− �5*+�k�

−1Fk there
holds:

$k�y
+�≤min$k +O�1��

and thus from Theorem 2 the number of dual steps required
to compute a new approximate analytic center, from y+,
is O(1). Furthermore the computation of such a 5 can be
done with sufficient accuracy in polynomial time.

Note that the update y+�5� �= yk − �5* + �k�
−1Fk

traces a curve as a function of 5 ; the point on that
curve that satisfies r�5�= 5 has some very nice prop-
erties as seen in Theorem 3. This is clearly reminis-
cent of the trust region methods (Nocedal and Wright
1999), with Dikin’s ellipsoid acting as the trust region.
If 5 is small, and �k nonsingular, y+�5�≈ yk − �−1

k F ,
which is the center of the new quadratic cut, while
if 5 is large, y+�5�≈ yk −*−1Fk/5 traces a tangent to
Dikin’s direction.

Theorem 4. The updated point y+ = yk + 2dy�5�,
with 5 the solution of r�5� = 5 , and 0 < 2 ≤ 1 has the
following properties.
1. The slack of the new quadratic at the updated point,

5+ = −2F t
k dy − 1

22
2 dyt�k dy, satisfies 52�1 − 1

22� ≤
5+ ≤ 52.
2. The slack of Dikin’s ellipsoid, s+D = 1 − 22 dyt*dy

satisfies 0≤ 1−22 ≤ s+D ≤ 1.
Proof. For the first part:

5+ = −2F t
k dy−22 dyt�k dy

= 2F t
k �5*+�k�

−1Fk − 1
22
2F t

k �5*+�k�
−1

·�k�5*+�k�
−1Fk

≤ 2F t
k �5*+�k�

−1Fk

= 2r�5�

= 25� (23)
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also

5+ = 2F t
k �5*+�k�

−1Fk − 1
22
2F t

k �5*+�k�
−1

·�k�5*+�k�
−1Fk

≥ 2F t
k �5*+�k�

−1Fk − 1
22
2F t

k �5*+�k�
−1

· ��k +5*��5*+�k�
−1Fk

= 2r�5�− 1
22
2r�5�

= 52�1−2/2�� (24)

For the second part:

s+D = 1−22 dyt*dy

= 1−22F t
k �5*+�k�

−1*�5*+�k�
−1Fk

≥ 1− 22

5
F t
k �5*+�k�

−1��k +5*��5*+�k�
−1Fk

= 1−22� � (25)

The first part of the theorem shows that the value
of 5 that solves r�5�= 5 leads to a step dy where the
slack of the new quadratic, 5+, approximates 5 ; the
second part shows that the updated point yk + 2dy
remains within the trust region defined by Dikin’s
ellipsoid.

4.3. Computation of the Initial Point on the Curve
The equation r�5� = 5 can be solved with the
following approach, used earlier in Denault (1998)
and Sharifi-Mokhtarian and Goffin (2002). Using the
Cholesky factorization LLt of the Dikin matrix *, we
can write 5*+ �k = L�5I + L−1�kL

−t�Lt . Now letting
R8Rt be the eigenvalue factorization of L−1�kL

−t , we
have R8Rt = L−1�kL

−t with R an orthogonal matrix
and 8 a diagonal matrix composed of the eigenval-
ues 9i ≥ 0 of L−1�kL

−t (in fact 9i > 0 if �k is posi-
tive definite), one gets 5*+�k = LR�5I +8�RtLt , and
thus �5*+�k�

−1 = L−tR�5I+8�−1RtL−1. Defining w �=
RtL−1Fk, we can write r�5�= 5 as the equation in 5 :

5 =∑
i

w2i
5 +9i

� (26)

This equation has a unique positive solution in 5 , as
the left-hand side is increasing from 0 to � and the
left-hand side is decreasing from a positive value to 0,
as 5 goes from 0 to �. The equation is easy to solve
numerically.

4.4. A Curvilinear Search
Once a good 5 has been computed by solving (26), the
corresponding point y�5� is computed through (19):

y�5�= yk − �5*+�k�
−1�Fk +5As−1k ��

Of course, the point y�5� is actually computed as
y�5�= yk −L−tR−t�5I +8�−1RtL−1�Fk +5As−1k �.
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Figure 2 Sample Shape of �k with Respect to �

However, while the eigenvalue factorization is
available, further Newton steps in the 5-space can be
devised to find a better centered point. Recall that
these steps are in a unidimensional space. We have
not been able to prove the convexity of $ as a func-
tion of 5 , although it was clearly convex in all the
cases we have observed; see Figure 2 for a sample
case.
To define the Newton step

5+ = 5 −
(

d$/d5

d2$/d52

)
(27)

for the objective function $�y�5�� of (10), seen as a
function of 5 only (the sq is function of y, itself func-
tion of 5), the following derivatives are needed.
The first derivative is

d$�y�5��

d5
= �y$k�y�5��t

dy�5�

d5
�

and the second derivative is

d2$�y�5��

d52
=

(
dy�5�

d5

)t

� 2y $k�y�5��
dy�5�

d5

+
(
d2y�5�

d52

)t

�y$�y�5���

They are computed from their components

�y$k�y�5�� = 1
sq�y�5��

���y�5�− yk�+ ak�

+AS−1�y�5��e�

� 2y $k�y�5�� = 1
sq�y�5��

�k +AS�y�5��−2At

+ 1
sq�y�5��2

vvt�
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where v= �k�y�5�− yk�+ ak and

dy�5�

d5
= �5*+�k�

−1*�5*+�k�
−1�Fk+5As−1k �

−�5*+�k�
−1As−1k �

d2y�5�

d52
= 2��5*+�k�

−1*�5*+�k�
−1As−1k −�5*+�k�

−1

·*�5*+�k�
−1*�5*+�k�

−1�Fk+5As−1k ��

= −2�5*+�k�
−1*

dy�5�

d5
�

Again, all computations are actually performed
with the eigenvalue factors. Without the eigenvalue
factorization, a Cholesky factorization is required at
each value of 5 . In practice, only one or two Newton
steps are usually required, given the good quality of
the initial point obtained from solving (26).

4.5. The Dual, Curve-Searching Algorithm
We can now detail Step 3 of the algorithm ACCPM-
VI (quadratic cuts), for the dual, curve-searching
approach.
Step 3. Analytic Center
(1) Updating procedure: Find a point y+ which

approximately minimizes the potential

$k�y�5��=−∑
i

log�ci − at
iy�5��− log�sq�y�5���

along the one-parameter curve

y�5�= yk − �5*+�k�
−1�Fk +5As−1k �� (28)

This is achieved by first approximately solving the
equation r�5�= 5 , i.e., F t

k �5*+ �k�
−1Fk = 5 , and then

taking (one-dimensional) Newton steps (27).
This latter search can be stopped on the basis of the

progression of the 5 or the objective function, but the
proximity level (14) is unknown without extra work.
The value of 5 thus computed is used in (28) to

obtain an approximate center.
(2) Recentering steps: Take steps in the Newton

direction (13), dy =−�$′′
k �y��

−1$′
k�y�, until the proxim-

ity condition (16) is attained.
An alternative updating procedure is described in

the next section.

5. Updating: A Dual, Line-Searching,
Alternative Approach

The algorithm described in the previous section
requires an eigenvalue-eigenvector factorization to
perform the curvilinear line search efficiently—
or else it must perform one Cholesky factoriza-
tion per point in the one-dimensional curvilinear
search. The eigenvalue-eigenvector factorization is

time-consuming and may be prohibitive in large-scale
problems.
In this section we describe a heuristic approach,

which avoids the eigenvalue-eigenvector factoriza-
tion. We will attempt to compute a value of 5 that
is not too different from the value of the slack of the
current quadratic cut at the next analytic center, and
then use this value of 5 to define the dual updating
direction, through the step (19):

dy =−�5*+�k�
−1�Fk +5As−1k ��

We suggest the following approach to set our
heuristic estimate of the quadratic slack. Two line
searches are performed from yk, with the potential
$k�y� given in (10), −

∑
i log si − log sq , as search crite-

rion. The two directions in question are the straight
line from yk to the center of the quadratic cut ellip-
soid Q�yk�, −�−1

k Fk, and the Dikin direction −*−1Fk.
The value of 5 is chosen as the quadratic slack of
the point with the lowest potential value, of the two
points obtained through the two line searches.
The reasoning behind this idea is the following.

On the one hand, if the quadratic-cut ellipsoid is
small relative to Dikin’s ellipsoid—for example if
Q�ȳ� ⊂ D�ȳ�—then the next analytic center yk+1 is
likely to be close to the center of Q�ȳ�, and the
first line search will detect this. If, on the other
hand, the quadratic-cut ellipsoid is large compared to
Dikin’s ellipsoid, the effect of the quadratic cut is lit-
tle more than the effect of the corresponding linear
cut �F t�y− ȳ�≤ 0, and the second line search should be
more successful. It is known in this case that there is
a point on Dikin’s direction that is in the radius of
quadratic convergence for the Newton method under-
lying the centering steps of the next section (see Goffin
et al. 1996). See Figures 3 and 4 for an illustration
where Q�yk� and D�yk� and L�yk� represent, respec-
tively, the quadratic cut, the Dikin ellipsoid, and the
linear cut.
This approach is in a sense similar to a dog-

leg method, with either the Dikin ellipsoid or the
quadratic cut playing the role of the trust region.
Therefore, it can be expected that the best of the line
searches will yield a reasonable approximation of the
next analytic center, and so a reasonable value for 5 .
Step 3 of the algorithm ACCPM-VI (quadratic

cuts), for the dual, line-searching approach is then as
follows.
Step 3. Analytic Center
(1) Updating procedure: From the current point yk,

perform line searches in the dual space, along the two
directions −�−1

k Fk and −*−1Fk, to minimize the objec-
tive function

$k�y�=−∑
i

log�ci − at
iy�− log�sq�y��
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Figure 3 Quadratic Cut Small Relative to Dikin’s Ellipsoid

where

sq�y� �=− 1
2 �y− yk�

t�k�y− yk�− F �yk�
t�y− yk��

the line searches are constrained to remain in
Yk ∩Q�yk�.
Let y∗ be the best of the two line-search solutions;

then the update point is defined as

y+ = yk − �sq�y
∗�*+�k�

−1�Fk + sq�y
∗�As−1k ��

yk

D(yk)

L(yk)

Q(yk)

Figure 4 Dikin’s Ellipsoid Small Relative to the Quadratic Cut

(2) Recentering steps: Take steps in the Newton
direction (13),

dy =−�$′′
k �y��

−1$′
k�y��

until the proximity condition (16) is attained.

6. Some Notes on a Matlab
Implementation

We implemented the curvilinear-search dual algo-
rithm of §4 and the rectilinear search dual algorithm
of §5 in Matlab. Some remarks on our particular
implementations follow.

Line Searches. For the algorithm of §4, the equa-
tion r�5� = 5 is solved with plain Newton steps.
For the algorithm of §5, two line searches are per-
formed at the outset of each iteration. We use a
Newton-method line search, with backtracking to
remain within the current set Yk as well as within the
quadratic cut.

Sparsity. We called A the matrix in which the
vectors of the (linear) cuts are stored; within A, it
is important to differentiate between the initial con-
straints (columns), i.e., those that define the Y of
VI�F �Y �, from the generated constraints (columns), i.e.,
those produced by the algorithm. The latter are of
the form F �y� for some y, almost always dense, and
stored as such. The former, however, are usually
sparse, e.g., when Y is simply a box. This sparse
part of A is therefore treated differently: its sparsity
is used both in its storage and in the computations.
Note that this can be an important part of A: for
a box-constrained problem in m variables (2m initial
columns) requiring 2m iterations to solve, at the worst
(i.e., in the last iteration), only one half of A is dense.

Linear Systems. Each recentering step, as well as
the update step in §5, requires the solution of a
square, m-dimensional linear system. This is done
with a Cholesky factorization. Note that sparse tech-
niques cannot be used, as the matrix * = AS−2

k At is
dense.

Gap Evaluation. The evaluation of the primal gap
is done by the linear-programming software cplex,
which is linked to Matlab.

Initial Point. For the very first iteration, an ana-
lytic center is easy to find in many cases with simple
sets Y . Otherwise, a feasible point is built and the
centering step used to find the initial analytic center.

Damping of Newton’s Method. In §§3.2 and 4,
damped Newton steps were discussed. As damping
proved in practice to have only a negative impact
on performance, our final implementation uses pure
Newton steps in all cases.
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7. Numerical Results
The implementations of the quadratic-cut algorithms
were run on a variety of examples. There are few
genuine VI problems available in the literature, but
we nevertheless found, or built, enough problems
to highlight the main features of the algorithm. For
details on any given example, see the given refer-
ences. The following remarks apply to all the numer-
ical tests below, except where explicitly noted.
Under the Method heading, Curve-searching refers

to the algorithm of §4; Line-searching refers to the
algorithm of §5; and Linear is the ACCPM-VI (lin-
ear cuts) method with weighted centers described in
Denault and Goffin (1999). In addition to the results
for these three algorithms, results for the ACCPM-VI
(linear cuts) method without weighted centers are
also provided in §7.4 on tests of the behavior of the
algorithms.
The ACCPM-VI (linear cuts) method (with or with-

out weighting) are included here as a comparison
point for the quadratic-cut methods. The first two
methods use one evaluation of F and one of �F per
iteration; the linear-cuts method uses two evaluations
of F per iteration.
The iteration count is given under # iterations. The

# centering steps column indicates the total number of
centering steps that were necessary, for all the iter-
ations; typically, an iteration involves the (unavoid-
able) updating step and one or two centering steps.
Since the evaluation of the proximity measure (14)
yields by construction a centering step, this step is
always taken since the work has been done; in other
words, at least one centering step is taken at each iter-
ation.
The level of asymmetry of the Jacobian, evaluated

at the solution point, is given under the heading
Asymmetry; the measure, for a Jacobian J , is

�J − J t�
�J − J t�+�J + J t�

where we use the Frobenius norm of matrices. With
this measure, a symmetric matrix rates 0 and a skew-
symmetric one, 1. The above measure is invariant
with respect to scalings kJ � k ∈ �, as it should be.
Furthermore, for matrices with uniformly or nor-
mally distributed elements, the asymmetry measure
depends very little on the size of the matrix, beyond
m= 25 or 50. Note also that for the examples consid-
ered below, the asymmetry level varies little over the
feasible area, so that the solution-point evaluation is
a good indicator of the asymmetry at the other points
in Y .
The Cpu time column gives the time spent to solve

the problem, excluding data input; this is evaluated by
Matlab’s built-in function cputime. We indicate under
Gap the level of our stopping criterion, the primal gap.

All tests with the three methods were done with
a centering level of 0.9, i.e., a point is considered to
be a good-enough analytic center when the proxim-
ity measure is below 0.9. The level of centering that
yields the fastest run time depends on the algorithm
and the problem at hand. Our experiments with the
ACCPM-VI (quadratic cuts) algorithms seem to show
that for the problems we considered, 0.9 was a good
all-round value, just as one often does best with a
centering level of 0.9 with ACCPM-VI (Linear cuts).
All problems were run on an UltraSparc 1 Sun sta-

tion, model 200E, with 128 Mb of memory. Naturally,
the problems run much faster on newer workstations.

7.1. A Small Problem: choi
To begin, we present results for a small problem
that is well known in the literature. Choi et al.
(1990) presents choi, which is a 13-variable Nash-
equilibrium model. It is available as a box-constrained
variational inequality—or mixed complementarity
problem—from the web site MCPLIB (Dirkse and Fer-
ris 2001). The mapping F is nonlinear, nonquadratic,
and nonsymmetric. This problem is a good candidate
for an acceleration of the basic linear-cut method by
quadratic cuts. Indeed, mapping evaluations are long,
by comparison with linear mappings of the same
dimension; therefore, the slightly longer iteration time
of the quadratic-cut approach is vastly compensated
by the drop in the number of iterations, when com-
pared with the linear-cut approach. Results are given
in Table 1. Figure 5 shows the improvement of the
primal gap with the number of iterations; results
with ACCPM-VI (quadratic cuts) and ACCPM-VI
(linear cuts) are plotted. Only the curvilinear-search
quadratic-cut approach is displayed, as the rectilin-
ear search approach results are too similar to be
distinguished.

7.2. Problems from the Projection-Method
Literature

We present results on two problems found in Solodov
and Tseng (1996) on a variant of the projection
method. As the authors argue, their method and
the extra-gradient method of Korpelevitch (1976) are
among the most widely applicable methods for the
monotone VI�F �Y � since they require neither the
strong monotonicity of F nor its differentiability. Fur-
thermore, the two methods apply, in theory at least,

Table 1 Example choi, 13 Variables, Asymmetry= 0�07

Method # iterations # centering steps Cpu time Gap

Curve-searching 8 8 1.4 sec 1× 10−4

Line-searching 7 7 1.3 sec 1× 10−4

Linear 64 66 12.1 sec 1× 10−4
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Figure 5 Example choi: Gap vs. Iterations for Two Methods

whether Y is polyhedral or not (in practice, the pro-
jection operation may be difficult).
Strictly speaking, ACCPM-VI (quadratic cuts) can-

not be used when F is simply monotone; however, it
has been used advantageously even on problems that
are not monotone everywhere (e.g., the Markal-Macro
Multi-Regional example in Denault 1998), so that we
feel that there is some justification in a comparison
with the above-mentioned projection-based methods.
We tested the two largest “true” (i.e., general) varia-

tional inequality problems—the authors also reported
on LPs and LCPs—one in dimension ten and another
in dimension 20. In Solodov and Tseng (1996), the
problems are respectively called Nash10 and qHPHard,
and are taken from Harker (1988) and Harker and
Pang (1990). The authors modified the two problems
slightly by adding a constraint

∑n
1 yk =m where m is

the dimension of the problem. Since in its actual form
our quadratic-cut algorithm does not handle equal-
ity constraints, we solved the fully equivalent ver-
sions of the problems in 9 and 19 variables, using the
constraint to eliminate one variable in each case. We
report our results in Tables 2 and 3.
It must be stressed that the two quadratic-cut

approaches use the Jacobian itself, so that they rely on
a richer set of information than do the projection-type
algorithms. On the other hand, the linear approach
uses the same information as the projection-type algo-
rithms, i.e., only the mapping evaluations.

Table 2 Example qHPHard, 19 Variables, Asymmetry= 0�034

# centering
Method # iterations steps Elapsed time Gap

Curve-searching 56 56 6.8 sec 5× 10−3

Line-searching 57 95 6.8 sec 5× 10−3

Linear 204 204 11.4 sec 1× 10−3

Table 3 Example Nash10, 9 Variables, Asymmetry= 0

# centering
Method # iterations steps Elapsed time Gap

Curve-searching 5 5 0.98 sec 1× 10−2

Line-searching 6 6 1.08 sec 1× 10−3

Linear 68 73 3.56 sec 1× 10−4

Note that, for the sake of comparison, we report
not the cpu time but the elapsed time (Matlab func-
tion etime), and we adapted our stopping criterion
variably in order to match the different criterion used
in Solodov and Tseng (1996). The results obtained by
Solodov and Tseng with projection-type algorithms
were 251.6 seconds and 555 function evaluations for
qHPHard, and 10.6 seconds and 192 function evalua-
tions for Nash10. Comparisons of computational times
may be hazardous whenever different computers are
used; but in terms of the number of function calls,
improvements of one order of magnitude seem possi-
ble with the quadratic-cut ACCPM-VI methods, while
the linear-cut ACCPM-VI performs quite adequately.

7.3. Valuation of Options in Finance
In finance, derivative products such as put and call
options have seen their importance grow considerably
over the past decades. The valuation of these prod-
ucts is a topic of intense research; several approaches
compete for speed and accuracy. One such approach
is to formulate the problem as a set of linear comple-
mentarity problems (LCPs); the equivalent VI model
is described in Appendix A of Denault (1998) and
Wilmott et al. (1993, 1995). Our goal here is to
test a medium-size, real-life application of variational
inequalities, with our algorithm. Given that the prob-
lem is highly structured and sparse, we cannot dis-
pute that specialized LCP algorithms would be more
appropriate in this case.
We solved a typical three-month American put

option, with the following parameters.
• Strike price: K = $25
• Time span: T = 3 months, divided into 24 equal

periods.
• Price span: �$0�$50� in intervals of $0.5
• Risk-free interest rate: r = 10%
• Diffusion term: 5 = 0�4
The time-stepping algorithm means that 24 VIPs

in 100 variables are each solved successively. Table 4
shows the average number of iterations and cpu time
for the 100-variable VIPs.

Table 4 Example options, 100 Variables, Asymmetry= 0�002

Method # iterations # centering steps Cpu time Gap

Curve-searching 192 192 163 sec 1× 10−4

Line-searching 199 200 37 sec 1× 10−4

Linear 748 748 368 sec 1× 10−4
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7.4. Tests of the Behavior of the Algorithm
To better evaluate the behavior of the quadratic-
cut ACCPM-VI, we used a problem model allowing
enough flexibility in terms of size, asymmetry, nonlin-
earity, etc. The model is inspired from Marcotte and
Dussault (1987) but has also been used with modi-
fications by several authors. The mapping F for the
variational problem VI�F �Y � is defined as

F �y�= ��A−At�y+2BtBy+= diag�arctan�y��+ b

where A and B are randomly generated m×m matri-
ces whose elements are taken from a uniform dis-
tribution on �0�1�, and the third term is a diagonal
matrix with ith element arctan�yi�. The parameters �,
2, and = can be set to any nonnegative number, and
the vector b is used to control the position of the solu-
tion (interior points, vertices, points in a face). The
first term, with A−At , brings asymmetry to the prob-
lem without changing its monotonicity. The second
matrix BtB is symmetric and positive definite, thus
bringing strict monotonicity; when the second term
dominates the others, the problem is typically easier
to solve. The third term is used to bring nonlinearity
into the scene. We defined the set Y as the simplex
Y = �y ∈�m � y ≥ 0�∑m

i=1 yi ≤m�.
We were first interested in observing the behav-

ior of the algorithm with respect to the dimension
of the problem. We generated several problems of
dimension 10 to 150 variables. All problems were
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Figure 6 Effect of the Dimension of the Problem

run with the same set of parameters, �= 1, 2= 3,
and = = 2; in all cases, the vector b was set to
yield the desired interior solution: �0�3�0�3� � � � �0�6�
0�6� � � � �0�9�0�9� � � � �0�9� with each of the three blocks
being about a third of the full vector. The asym-
metry of the Jacobians runs from about 0.05 for
dimension 10, to about 0.004 for dimension 150. The
primal-gap stopping criterion was slightly relaxed
for the higher dimensions, so as to keep the num-
ber of correct digits relatively constant. It seemed
more relevant to us to require a constant precision
on each component, rather than keeping the same
gap value. The stopping criterion was set to −10−2
for the dimension 150, to −10−3 for dimension 100,
and to −10−4 for all lower dimensions. In Figure 6,
we plot the numbers of iterations and cpu seconds
required to solve each problem. As mentioned above,
we provide results for the curve-searching and line-
searching ACCPM-VI (quadratic cuts) methods, for
the ACCPM-VI (linear cut) approach with weight-
ing, but also for the ACCPM (Linear cut) approach
without weighting.
Although the iteration count is relatively linear

with respect to dimension, the time needed to solve
the problems increases much more rapidly than does
the dimension. This is of course to be expected,
given the order O�nm2� of the matrix products
involved at each iteration (m and n being as usual
the size of the problem and the cumulative number
of cuts). Note that for this test, the best quadratic
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cut approach (line-searching) improves only slightly
on the weighted linear-cut approach, a tendency
observed even beyond dimension 150.
We were also interested by the role played by asym-

metry in the efficiency of the quadratic-cut algorithm.
Because of the implied Jacobian symmetry of the
quadratic cut, one could expect that departure from
symmetry would be less favorable to the use of the
quadratic cut.
We ran a 25-variable problem, successively increas-

ing the parameter � from 0 to 70. The other param-
eters were held at 2 = 10 and = = 10. We choose
the vector b to obtain an interior solution. Note that
changing � does not influence the monotonicity of
the problem. The stopping criterion (gap level) was
set at −10−4. The results are plotted in Figure 7,
where we give results for ACCPM-VI (quadratic cuts)
with line searching, and ACCPM-VI (linear cuts)
with and without weighting. Clearly, asymmetry is
detrimental to the performance of the quadratic cut:
as the asymmetry level increases, the superiority of
the quadratic cut ACCPM-VI decreases. The number
of iterations of the quadratic-cut approach and the
linear-cut approach without weighting, are similar for
higher-asymmetry cases; this is of course expected
since the skew-symmetric, quadratic cut is nothing
but the linear cut.

8. Conclusion
The quadratic-cut algorithm proposed in this paper
uses the ability of interior-point methods to manage

quadratic constraints almost as easily as linear ones,
so that analytic centers can be found efficiently.
The challenging task is that of taking a first step

out of an analytic center, after the unsafe quadratic
part of a cut has been dropped and a new quadratic
cut added. The introduction of the new quadratic cut,
as well as the concomitant dropping of the quadratic
part of the last cut, is approached in two ways:
• with a dual method that corresponds to a curvi-

linear search in the dual space, and requires an
eigenvalue-eigenvector factorization, and
• with a heuristic dual method that uses two line

searches in the dual space, and avoids the eigenvalue-
eigenvector factorization.
While no complete analysis of the convergence of
either approach exists yet—the dropping of cuts being
a considerable hurdle—a substantial amount of theory
supports the first one, while the second is observed
to be both very robust and efficient in our numeri-
cal experiments. It remains, then, a topic of further
research to prove the convergence of both approaches.
Let us also mention another avenue of research.

The use of weights on the sequence of centers in the
“ACCPM-VI (linear cuts) methods with weights,” had
a powerful effect. It is possible that a similar weight-
ing approach could be adapted with benefits to the
quadratic-cut setting.
The generality of the finite-dimensional variational

inequality makes it unlikely that any specific algo-
rithmwill ever perform best for all instances. The algo-
rithm suggested here seems best adapted to smaller,
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more difficult (nonlinear, asymmetric, low monotonic-
ity) problems as opposed to larger, easier ones, such
as sparse linear complementarity problems.
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